This diagram is for use with the

**WOOLY MUG RUG**

**TURKEY - NOVEMBER**

project featured on our YouTube channel:

youtube.com/shabbyfabrics

Reversed for Fusible

For each mug rug,
trace (1) circle on fusible,
trace (1) circle on freezer paper

Embroidery Stitches Used in the Video:

- Blanket Stitch *(shown at right)*

*For the following stitches, refer to page numbers in*

**Creative Stitching, 2nd Edition** by Sue Spargo

- Whipstitch *(page 15)*: Appliqué shapes to background
- Backstitch *(page 34)*: Grass details
- Detached Chain Stitch *(page 52)*: In between feather details
- Italian Knotted Border Stitch *(page 62)*: Feather details
- French Knot *(page 104)*: Turkey eyes
- Chain Stitch *(page 169)*: Around turkey wings

For personal use ONLY, not for commercial production.

No part of this pattern may be used for laser cutting
without express written consent by Shabby Fabrics.

All designs, photographs, and images are protected by
federal copyright law. All rights reserved.
Layout Diagram

Dashed lines indicate where one piece lies behind another piece. Numbers indicate the order in which the pieces should be placed.